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Editorial
Welcome to Q136—a little later than
expected—for which we apologise.
We’ll do our best to catch up in the re-
maining months of 2013 to ensure the
Q lives up to its name.
Thank you for your comments on the

new format, which we are pleased to
say have been overwhelmingly positive.
We are still tweaking the design slightly
so if you have any comments or sug-
gestions please get in touch. To speed
up the production process we are also
currently developing a new set of for-
matting guidelines for submissions and
templates for those of you who are fa-
miliar with LATEX. These will be avail-
able on the website shortly.
Since the last issue, the AISB annual

convention was held in Exeter. This
was widely considered to be a great suc-
cess and a credit to the co-chairs, Dr
Ed Keedwell and Prof Richard Ever-
son. Reports of the various activities
will be featured in future editions of the
Q later this year.
Before diving into the content of this

issue, we would like to extend a warm
welcome to Dr Nir Oren from the Uni-
versity of Aberdeen, who has recently
joined the AISB Committee. Nir will
join Colin Johnson in the Public Rela-
tions task force. Welcome Nir!
The substantive core of this issue

is three original articles. The first
is a piece by Prof Paul Rosenbloom
describing his exciting and ambitious

project to construct a functionally ele-
gant, grand unified, cognitive architec-
ture which he aims to develop into a
new form of unified theory of human
cognition. The system, called Sigma,
is based on graphical models and piece-
wise continuous functions and emulates
abilities such as memory, learning, de-
cision making and perception in sup-
port of virtual humans and intelligent
agents/robots.
The second article, by Professors

Noel Sharkey and Lucy Suchman, is an
extended argument against the use of
autonomous military robots and a call
for an international treaty to prohibit
the development, production and use of
fully autonomous weapons.
The third article, by Dr Dean Pet-

ters, describes his computational ap-
proach to understanding emotions—
in particular social and emotional
phenomena described by Bowlby-
Ainsworth Attachment Theory and
phenomena linked to loss of control
of various kinds.
Finally, Sam Devlin reviews the

book “Metareasoning, Thinking About
Thinking” by Cox & Raj (2011).
We are always seeking submissions in

the form of long or short articles, book
or event reviews. If you would like to
contribute to the Q, just email us at
aisbq@aisb.org.uk

The Q editors
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The Sigma Cognitive Architecture and
System
Sigma (Σ) is a nascent cognitive system
— an integrated computational model
of intelligent behaviour, whether nat-
ural and/or artificial — that is based
on a novel cognitive architecture: a
model of the fixed structure underly-
ing a cognitive system [1]. The core
idea behind Sigma is to leverage graph-
ical models [2, 3] — with their abil-
ity to yield state-of-the-art algorithms
across the processing of signals, proba-
bilities and symbols from a single rep-
resentation and inference algorithm —
in constructing a cognitive architec-
ture/system that meets three general
desiderata: grand unification, func-
tional elegance and sufficient efficiency.
A unified cognitive architecture tradi-

tionally attempts to integrate together
the complementary cognitive capabili-
ties required for human(-level) intelli-
gent behaviour, with appropriate shar-
ing of knowledge, skills and uncertainty
among them. A grand unified archi-
tecture goes beyond this, in analogy
to a grand unified theory in physics,
to include the crucial pieces missing
from a purely cognitive theory, such
as perception, motor control, and emo-
tion. This shifts issues of embodi-
ment, grounding and interaction into
the foreground, to converge with work
on robot and virtual human architec-
tures, but without then relegating tra-
ditional cognitive concerns to the back-
ground. Sigma approaches grand uni-
fication via a hybrid (discrete + con-
tinuous) mixed (symbolic + probabilis-
tic) combination of: (1) graphical mod-

els, in particular factor graphs with the
summary product algorithm [4]; plus
(2) piecewise-continuous functions [5].
Functional elegance implies combin-

ing broad functionality — grand uni-
fication in this case — with simplicity
and theoretical elegance. The goal is
something like a set of cognitive New-
ton’s laws that yield the required di-
versity of behaviour from interactions
among a small set of general primi-
tives. If the primitives are combinable
in a flexible enough manner, new capa-
bilities continue to flower without the
need for new modules; and integration
occurs naturally through shared prim-
itives. The Soar architecture, many of
whose strengths and weaknesses have
inspired choices in Sigma, took a simi-
lar approach in its early years [6], while
AIXI can be seen as striving for an
extreme version of it [7]. Although
doubts remain as to whether natural
cognitive systems are elegant in this
manner — as opposed to mere evo-
lutionary patchworks — and whether
such elegance is even computationally
feasible in artificial cognitive systems,
developments such as rational analy-
sis on the natural side [8] and graphi-
cal models on the artificial side provide
continued promise. Despite the ques-
tions, functional elegance maintains its
allure because, if it is in fact achiev-
able, it should yield deeper and more
elegant theories with broader scientific
reach [9] that are ultimately easier to
understand and apply.
Sufficient efficiency implies cognitive
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systems that execute quickly enough
to support their anticipated uses. On
the artificial side, the primary issue is
speed of execution, but joined at times
with boundedness. Graphical models
potentially play a key role here, as they
not only yield broad functionality in an
elegant manner, but also state-of-the-
art performance across this breadth.
On the natural side, the primary is-
sue is whether behaviour is modelled
at appropriate human time scales, in-
dependent of how much real time is re-
quired. Yet speed is also an important
secondary consideration here, particu-
larly as experiments and models scale
up.
The remainder of this article sum-

marises progress to date in achieving
a functionally elegant grand unifica-
tion in Sigma. First, the currently im-
plemented architecture/system is de-
scribed at a high level. Then results are
summarised across memory and learn-
ing, perception and mental imagery,
decisions and problem solving, mul-
tiagent systems and theory of mind,
and natural language. Sufficient effi-
ciency is not a major focus in these
results, other than indirectly through
the pervasive use of graphical models;
although significant progress has been
made on aspects of it [10], more is re-
quired before Sigma will be ready to
support complex real-time virtual hu-
mans and robots.

Sigma
The term cognitive architecture derives
from an analogy with computer archi-
tecture, the fixed structure of a com-
puter that provides a programmable
system (that is, a machine language).

In a cognitive architecture the concern
is with the fixed structure that pro-
vides a (machine) language for express-
ing the knowledge and skills that com-
prise the learnable content of the cog-
nitive system. But a computer sys-
tem isn’t just an architecture plus con-
tent, and nor necessarily is a cogni-
tive system. Sigma is presently com-
posed of three main layers: (1) the cog-
nitive architecture; (2) knowledge and
skills included on top of the cognitive
architecture; and (3) the analogue of
a firmware (or microcode) architecture
that sits beneath the cognitive architec-
ture. The cognitive architecture pro-
vides a language of predicates and con-
ditionals that blend ideas from rule-
based systems and probabilistic net-
works. It directly supports the layer
of knowledge and skills on top of it. A
firmware architecture traditionally pro-
vides a programmable level in between
what is directly supported by hardware
and what is desired in the computer ar-
chitecture. Sigma’s firmware architec-
ture bridges its underlying implemen-
tation language (Lisp) and its cognitive
architecture via a language of factor
graphs and piecewise continuous func-
tions (into which predicates and con-
ditionals are compiled for execution).
In this section, we first explore Sigma’s
firmware architecture and then its cog-
nitive architecture. Its present knowl-
edge and skills are implicit in the re-
sults discussed in the next section.

Factor graphs, in common with other
forms of graphical models — such as
Bayesian and Markov networks, and
Markov and conditional random fields
— provide an efficient means of com-
puting with complex multivariate func-
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Figure 1: Factor graph for the algebraic function f(x, y, z) = y2 +yz+2yx+2xz =
(2x + y)(y + z) = f1(x, y)f2(y, z).

tions by decomposing them into prod-
ucts of simpler functions and then
translating them into graphs for solu-
tion. From such graphs, the marginals
of the individual variables — i.e., the
function’s values when all other vari-
ables are summarised out — can be
computed efficiently, as can the func-
tion’s global mode; for example, yield-
ing maximum a posterior probabil-
ity (MAP) estimation. Factor graphs
in particular are undirected bipartite
graphs that combine variable nodes for
the variables in the function with fac-
tor nodes for the factors into which
the function decomposes (Figure 1).
Each factor node embodies a function,
and connects to all variable nodes used
in the function. Each variable node
connects to the factor nodes that use
it. Unlike Bayesian networks, factor
graphs can be applied to arbitrary mul-
tivariate functions, not just to proba-
bilistic ones.
The representation used for factor

functions in the graph is a critical de-
terminant of the expressibility of the
resulting system. Sigma supports a hy-
brid mixed approach via a core rep-
resentation based on piecewise contin-

uous functions, which at present are
limited to piecewise linear. The do-
main of each factor function is the
cross product of its variables, imply-
ing an n-dimensional function when
there are n variables. The overall func-
tion is specified in a piecewise linear
manner over an array of rectilinear re-
gions (Figure 2). This representation
is general enough to approximate arbi-
trary continuous functions as closely as
desired. Furthermore, restrictions on
these functions — for example, to unit
intervals with constant functions — can
yield both discrete and symbolic func-
tions. Functions can also be hybrids if
they comprise multiple variables of dif-
ferent types.

The processing cycle in Sigma’s
firmware architecture consists of a
graph-solution phase followed by a
graph-modification phase. Solving a
factor graph requires applying one of
the many inference algorithms avail-
able for computing the values of vari-
ables in graphical models. Such a so-
lution typically involves providing evi-
dence for some of the variables — for
example, by fixing their values via func-
tions in peripheral factor nodes — and
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Figure 2: Bivariate function as a 2D array of regions with linear functions.

then either computing the marginal
distributions over the other variables
individually or the modal value jointly
over all of them. A message passing
approach based on the summary prod-
uct algorithm is used in Sigma to com-
pute both marginals and modes (Fig-
ure 3). Messages are sent in both
directions along links, from variable
nodes to neighbouring factor nodes and
from factor nodes to neigh-boring vari-
able nodes. This overall representation
and processing is supported in Sigma’s
firmware architecture via four memo-
ries, for factor nodes, variable nodes,
links, and messages (caching the last
message sent in each direction along
each link).
A message along a link always rep-

resents a distribution over the variable
node’s variables irrespective of its di-
rection. When such a message is re-
ceived at a variable node a new outgo-
ing message is generated along each of
its other links as the pointwise product
of the incoming messages. This is the
product aspect of the summary prod-
uct algorithm. If the node is a fac-
tor node, the same pointwise product

is computed, but included in the prod-
uct is also the node’s own function. Un-
like at variable nodes, where the outgo-
ing message is simply this product, fur-
ther processing is required to compute
the outgoing message here. Because
the product includes all of the factor
node’s variables, not just those corre-
sponding to the variable node on the
outgoing link, all other variables must
be summarised out before the message
is sent. When computing marginals,
Sigma uses integration for summarisa-
tion. When computing modes it uses
maximum instead.
The natural stopping criterion for

the graph-solution phase — and thus
the trigger for the start of the graph-
modification phase — is quiescence;
that is, when no significantly different
messages remain to be sent. Sigma’s
message memory is modified dynami-
cally during the graph-solution phase,
but the graph-modification phase is ul-
timately responsible for altering the
other three memories. At present,
the graph-modification phase can al-
ter functions maintained within factor
nodes, in support of updating the cog-
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Figure 3: Summary product computation over the algebraic function in Figure 1
of the marginal on y given evidence for x and z.

nitive architecture’s working memory
and some forms of learning, but it does
not yet yield structural learning. Work-
ing memory modification and gradient-
descent learning both modify factor
functions in Sigma’s graphs based on
messages arriving at the factor nodes.
The latter was inspired by work on lo-
cal learning in Bayesian networks that
showed results similar to backpropaga-
tion in neural networks, but with no
need for an additional backpropaga-
tion mechanism [11]. Episodic learn-
ing, in contrast, updates temporally or-
ganised factor functions in Sigma based
on changes over time in corresponding
working-memory factor functions.
At the centre of Sigma’s cognitive

architecture are two memories, work-
ing memory and long-term memory,
each of which grounds out in the
four firmware memories. The core of
Sigma’s cognitive cycle consists, à la
Soar’s, of accessing long-term mem-
ory until quiescence followed by deci-
sions and learning, but with a gener-
alised notion of what can be in long-
term memory. Memory access is im-
plemented by the graph-solution phase
within the firmware cycle, while de-

cisions and learning map onto the
graph-modification phase. In addi-
tion, Sigma’s cognitive cycle includes
a perceptual phase prior to the graph-
solution phase and a motor phase after
the graph-modification phase. Sigma’s
cognitive cycle is intended to map onto
the 50 msec cycle found in humans and
many other cognitive architectures [10].

Working memory in Sigma is based
on predicates, while long-term mem-
ory is based on conditionals. A predi-
cate specifies a class of piecewise con-
tinuous functions via a name and
a set of typed arguments — such
as Board(x:dimension y:dimension
tile:tile) for an Eight Puzzle board
with continuous x and y dimensions
and a discrete tile dimension — provid-
ing a cognitive data structure for stor-
age of short-term information. Work-
ing memory embodies the evidence
that drives processing in the long-term
memory graph. Predicates can be ei-
ther closed world or open world, de-
pending on what is assumed when ini-
tialising working memory about values
not in evidence. Predicates can also
be mixed and/or hybrid, and in com-
bination can enable richly structured
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CONDITIONAL Transition
Conditions: Location(state:s x:x)

Selected(state:s operator:o)
Condacts: Location*Next(state:s x:nx)
Function: .2<Right(0)=0> .8<Right(0)=1>

.2<Right(1)=1> .8<Right(1)=2>
. . .

.8<Left(5)=4> .2<Left(5)=5>

Figure 4: Example conditional for a probabilistic action model (or transition func-
tion) in a 1D grid task in which the actions don’t always behave as requested.

representations [5].
A conditional in long-term memory

specifies a knowledge fragment in terms
of predicate patterns plus an optional
conditional function (Figure 4). A pat-
tern includes the predicate’s name plus
a constant or a variable for each spec-
ified argument. In the firmware ar-
chitecture, a constant is matched to a
message by a factor node containing a
piecewise-constant function that is 1 in
regions corresponding to the constant
and 0 everywhere else. It took some
time to realise, but was obvious in ret-
rospect, that such a constant test is
merely one special case of a general
piecewise-linear filter in which each re-
gion may specify an arbitrary linear
function, and that the firmware archi-
tecture already supports the full gen-
erality of such filters. The conditional
language has therefore also been gener-
alised to support the use of such filters
in patterns. A second generalisation
has likewise been introduced for vari-
ables in support of affine transforms;
that is, combinations of linear trans-
forms and translations that together
can yield object translation, rotation,
scaling and reflection. These trans-

forms are central to work on mental im-
agery in Sigma [12, 13], as well as play-
ing significant roles in other capabili-
ties of interest, such as episodic mem-
ory, reflection, and reinforcement learn-
ing. In essence, all numeric variables in
Sigma — whether discrete or contin-
uous and whether visual, temporal or
other — are fragments of mental im-
ages to which affine transforms can be
applied.
When used in conditionals, predicate

patterns can function as conditions, ac-
tions, and condacts. Conditions and
actions are akin to the like-named pat-
terns in rules, and their functional-
ity is comparable. Conditions match
to evidence in working memory, pass-
ing on the successful results for fur-
ther use. Actions propose changes to
working memory. Condacts, a neolo-
gism for conditions and actions, fuse
the effects of these two, both match-
ing to working memory and suggest-
ing changes to it. They combine lo-
cal constraint from the predicate’s own
portion of working memory with global
constraint from the rest of memory to
support, for example, partial matching
in declarative memory, constraint sat-
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isfaction, signal processing, and general
probabilistic reasoning.
Conditionals compile down to fac-

tor graphs in the firmware layer in a
manner that is inspired by how the
Rete match algorithm [14] handles con-
ditions in rules, but extended to han-
dle actions and condacts. The main
difference between conditions and ac-
tions versus condacts is that messages
pass in only one direction for the for-
mer two — away from working mem-
ory for conditions and towards it for
actions — while messages pass bidi-
rectionally for the latter. Conditional
functions are also linked to this graph,
extending the basic Rete idea for them
as well. Although the term conditional
is intended to evoke the conditionality
found in both rules and (conditional)
probability distributions, this should
not be taken to imply that rules are
the only structural form of knowledge
available, nor that conditional proba-
bilities are the only functions repre-
sentable via conditional functions. The
blending enabled by the firmware archi-
tecture is at a deep enough level and
a small enough granularity that a sub-
stantially larger space of possibilities
emerges.
Decisions in Sigma, in the classical

sense of choosing one among the best
operators to execute next, are medi-
ated through the introduction of an
architecturally defined selection predi-
cate. Operator decisions occur just as
do selections of new working memory
values for any other predicates, except
that Soar-like impasses may occur dur-
ing operator selection. An impasse oc-
curs when there is insufficient knowl-
edge available for making a decision,

such as when there are no eligible oper-
ators for selection, or there are multiple
candidates and insufficient knowledge
to select among them. Impasses lead to
reflective processing across a hierarchy
of metalevel states, where the goal is to
resolve the corresponding impasses by
providing knowledge that, for example,
determines which operator to select.

Implementation of multiagent sys-
tems in Sigma involves the addition of
an agent argument to the selection and
impasse predicates, and to any user-
defined predicate whose contents can
vary by agent. This enables decisions
and impasses to occur on an agent-by-
agent basis, but with sharing of knowl-
edge structures across them when ap-
propriate.

Results to Date
The results generated so far via Sigma
span memory and learning, percep-
tion and mental imagery, decisions
and problem solving, multiagent sys-
tems and theory of mind, and nat-
ural language. Memory results in-
clude demonstrating how both proce-
dural and declarative memories can be
defined idiomatically via conditionals
and predicates [15]. A rule-based pro-
cedural memory is based on conditions
and actions over closed-world predi-
cates. Declarative memory is based
on condacts over open-world predicates
plus functions. Both semantic memory
and episodic memory can in this way
support retrieval from long-term mem-
ory based on partial matches to evi-
dence in working memory. Semantic
memory is based on a Bayesian classi-
fier that retrieves/predicts both object
categories and features not in evidence
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via marginals that are computed from
learned regularities over many exam-
ples. Episodic memory stores a tem-
porally organised history of working
memory, enabling the best matching
past episode to be retrieved as a dis-
tinct individual via MAP.
All of the learning results to date in-

volve modifying conditional functions.
Episodic learning maintains the his-
tory of changes to working-memory
predicates in functions specified within
automatically generated episodic con-
ditionals. Gradient-descent learning
modifies conditional functions based on
messages that arrive at their factor
nodes. With gradient-descent learning
over appropriate conditionals in Sigma,
it is has been possible to demonstrate
forms of supervised learning, unsuper-
vised learning — in a manner akin to
expectation maximisation — learning
of action models (i.e., transition func-
tions) and maps (relating perceived ob-
jects to their locations), and reinforce-
ment learning (RL) [16, 17]. Super-
vised, unsupervised and map learning,
plus model-based RL, all proved possi-
ble with no other change to the archi-
tecture than the addition of gradient-
descent learning. However, to support
both model-free RL and the learning of
action models, an additional enhance-
ment to the architecture was required
to make pairs of successive states avail-
able for learning within single cognitive
cycles.
Perception has been demonstrated

in Sigma via a conditional random
field (CRF) that computes distribu-
tions over perceived objects from noisy
feature data, and via a localisation
graph that yields distributions over

(current and past) locations from dis-
tributions over (present and past) ob-
jects and a map [18]. These two inde-
pendent graphs can be combined into
a single larger graph that yields distri-
butions over locations based on noisy
feature information.
Mental imagery leverages condition-

als along with piecewise-linear func-
tions that can be continuous, discrete
or hybrid depending on the kind of im-
agery involved [12, 13]. As described
earlier, the Eight Puzzle board can be
represented, for example, as a 3D hy-
brid function, with continuous x and y
dimensions plus a discrete tile dimen-
sion. Results in mental imagery have
spanned object composition and dele-
tion; object translation, scaling, inver-
sion, and rotation (at multiples of 90◦);
and extraction of features from com-
posite objects, such as overlaps, edges,
and directional relationships.
Decision making and problem solv-

ing have been demonstrated in a Soar-
like manner, with preferences encoded
via functional values that combine to
determine what operator is chosen on
each cycle [19], and impasses occurring
when decisions cannot be made. Prob-
lem solving can occur either via a se-
quence of steps within the base level,
or across meta-levels as impasses oc-
cur. Un-Soar-like decision-theoretic de-
cision making has also been demon-
strated, with a multi-step POMDP im-
plemented via conditionals that gener-
ate preferences for operator selection
based on probabilistic projection [18].
Such a POMDP has been combined
with the joint perception+localisation
graph described above to yield a single
system in which object perception feeds
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localisation, and localisation feeds deci-
sion making, all within a single decision
[18]. Initial work on theory of mind
in Sigma has built on its multiagent
capabilities plus POMDPs to demon-
strate both the derivation of Nash equi-
libria for two-person, one-shot games,
and intertwined multistep, multiagent
POMDPs [20].
Early work on natural language (NL)

has demonstrated a form of statistical
response selection that is modelled af-
ter (part of the) approach taken in the
NPCEditor [21]. Given the words in
an input sentence and appropriate sta-
tistical background knowledge, a choice
is made of an output sentence from a
set of prespecified candidates. We have
also scaled up semantic memory and
learning in support of particular NL
classification tasks, such as word sense
disambiguation and part of speech tag-
ging [16].

Conclusion
Although Sigma is still in a fairly early
stage of development, and is not yet
ready for large-scale real-time tasks,
demonstrations to date indicate some
of what is possible when graphical
models are at the heart of a cognitive
architecture/system. The beginnings
of grand unification have been demon-
strated via hybrid representations, and
via combinations of perception and im-
agery with cognitive decision making
and problem solving. Functional el-
egance has been demonstrated via a
range of memory, learning, and deci-
sion making capabilities supported on
a uniform base. The demonstration
via factor graphs of state-of-the-art al-
gorithms such as Rete for rule match

and conditional random fields for vision
also foreshadows sufficient efficiency.
Much more of course remains to be
done, but the path and its promise
should be evident.
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Wishful Mnemonics and Autonomous
Killing Machines
Since 19th century military theorist
Carl von Clausewitz first coined the
phrase ‘the fog of war’1, the prob-
lem of how adequately to interpret un-
folding events in the field of battle
has been placed explicitly at the cen-
tre of military affairs. At the same
time, 20th century developments in
military technologies towards increas-
ingly ‘network-centric’ warfare, along
with accelerating initiatives in battle-
field automation, have resulted in ever
more tightly coupled systems of situa-
tion assessment and response2. While
the premise that the deployment of
information and communications tech-
nologies would help to dispel the uncer-
tainties of warfare is now in question3,
developments in battlefield automation
have continued in the direction of in-
creasingly autonomous systems.

Autonomy and account-
ability in warfare
Under current military policy, the de-
ployment of armed robots requires that
human operators take decisions on the
application of lethal force. Over the
last decade, however, the ‘Roadmaps’
of United States forces have made clear
the desire and intention to develop and
use autonomous battlefield robots4.
The US Department of Defense Un-
manned Systems Integrated Roadmap
2011–2036 describes the advantages of
autonomous over existing automatic
systems:
“Dramatic progress in supporting

technologies suggests that unprece-
dented levels of autonomy can be in-
troduced into current and future un-
manned systems. . . Automatic systems
are fully preprogrammed and act re-
peatedly and independently of external
influence or control. . . However, the
automatic system is not able to define
the path according to some given goal
or to choose the goal dictating its path.
By contrast, autonomous systems are
self-directed toward a goal in that they
do not require outside control, but
rather are governed by laws and strate-
gies that direct their behavior. . . The
special feature of an autonomous sys-
tem is its ability to be goal-directed in
unpredictable situations. This ability
is a significant improvement in capa-
bility compared to the capabilities of
automatic systems”5.
While there are assurances that

“[f]or the foreseeable future, decisions
over the use of force and the choice of
which individual targets to engage with
lethal force will be retained under hu-
man control in unmanned systems”6,
these are countered by the emphasis
throughout these reports on the ben-
efits of increased autonomy, and re-
search and development aimed at tak-
ing the human out of the control loop
is well underway. The end goal is a net-
work of aerial, land, and underwater
robots that will operate together au-
tonomously to locate their targets and
destroy them without human interven-
tion. The US is not the only country,
moreover, with autonomous robots in
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their sights: China, Russia, Israel and
the UK are following suit.
At the same time, nation states en-

gaged in armed conflict remain ac-
countable in principle to the require-
ments of International Humanitarian
Law (IHL)7. A major question that
arises within this legal framework is
the ability of autonomous armed robot
systems to distinguish between com-
batants and non-combatants, or other
protected actors such as combatants
who are wounded or have surrendered.
There are systems currently in use that
have a weak form of discrimination.
The Israeli Harpy, as one example, is
a loitering munition that detects radar
signals. When it finds one, it references
its database to determine if the signal is
friendly and if not, it targets the radar.
This type of discrimination relies, how-
ever, on the accuracy of the database,
and fails as well to take into account
the context of the signal; for example,
whether the radar is positioned on an
anti-aircraft station, or on the roof of a
school or a hospital8.

In the current state of the art, robots
lack three components required to en-
sure compliance with International Hu-
manitarian Law. The first concerns
the Principle of Distinction9, which
would require that robots have ade-
quate vision or other sensory process-
ing systems for separating combatants
from civilians, particularly in circum-
stances where the former are not in
uniform, and for reliably differentiat-
ing wounded or surrendering combat-
ants from those who pose an immi-
nent threat. Sensors such as cam-
eras, infrared, sonars, lasers, temper-
ature sensors, ladars and the like may

be able to tell us that something is a
human, but they cannot tell us much
else. There are systems currently in
the labs that can recognize still faces
matched against a database, and they
might eventually be deployed for in-
dividual targeting in limited circum-
stance. But British teenagers beat
surveillance cameras simply by wearing
hooded jackets. And how accurate will
facial recognition systems be with mov-
ing targets, or targets tracked dynami-
cally from the air?
The more basic problem in meet-

ing the requirements of the Principle
of Distinction is that we do not have
an adequate definition of a civilian
that can be translated into a recogni-
tion algorithm. Nor can we get one
from the Laws of War. The 1949
Geneva Convention requires the use of
‘common sense,’ while the 1977 Pro-
tocol I essentially defines a civilian in
the negative sense, as someone who
is not a combatant10. Even if ma-
chines had adequate sensing mecha-
nisms to detect the difference between
civilians and uniform-wearing military,
they would fail under situations of con-
temporary warfare where combatants
are frequently not in uniform. While
robotics may move towards some lim-
ited sensory and visual discrimination
in certain narrowly constrained cir-
cumstances within the next 50 years,
human level discrimination with ade-
quate common sense reasoning and sit-
uational awareness may prove compu-
tationally intractable11. At this point,
at least, there is no evidence or research
results to suggest otherwise.
A second IHL issue is the Princi-

ple of Proportionality12. One robotics
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expert has argued that robots could
calculate proportionality better than
humans13; however this concerns what
we might call the easy proportionality
problem: that is, minimising collateral
damage by choosing the most appro-
priate weapon or munition and direct-
ing it accurately according to a spec-
ified target. The hard proportionality
problem is making the decision about
whether to apply lethal or kinetic force
in a particular context in the first place.
What is the balance between loss of
civilian lives and expected military ad-
vantage? Will a particular strike ben-
efit military objectives, or hinder them
because of its effects on the local civil-
ian population? The list of questions is
open-ended. It is a qualitative judg-
ment regarding what cost in civilian
injury is proportional to direct mili-
tary advantage. It is imperative that
such decisions are made by responsi-
ble, accountable human commanders
who can weigh the options based on
experience and on adequate situational
awareness. As Col. David M. Sullivan,
an Air Force pilot with extensive expe-
rience with both traditional and drone
airstrikes from Kosovo to Afghanistan,
told Discover magazine; ‘If I were going
to speak to the robotics and artificial
intelligence people, I would ask, “How
will they build software to scratch that
gut instinct or sixth sense?” Combat is
not black-and-white’14.
A third issue, which cuts across these

two, is that of accountability. A robot
does not have moral agency and conse-
quently cannot be held accountable for
its actions. Robert Sparrow15 argues
that irresolvable ambiguities surround-
ing questions of responsibility for ac-

tions taken in the case of artificially in-
telligent robotic weapons (particularly
in relation to the automation of target
identification) render their deployment
irremediably unethical. Anderson and
Waxman16 dismiss the accountability
objection out of hand, on the grounds
that ‘post-hoc judicial accountability in
war is just one of many mechanisms
for promoting and enforcing compli-
ance with the laws of war’. But at the
least the question of responsibility is
vastly complicated in the case of au-
tonomous robot weapons, and deploy-
ing a weapon without a clear chain of
accountability is not a morally defensi-
ble option.

It is on the basis of these three con-
cerns that we call for a ban on au-
tonomous lethal targeting by robots17.
A major stumbling block to a prohibi-
tion on the development of armed au-
tonomous robots, however, is the claim
by proponents of lethal autonomous
robots that there are technological
‘fixes’ that will make them behave more
ethically and more humanely than sol-
diers on the battlefield. We argue that
this has more to do with the language
being used to describe robots, than
with what robots can actually do.

Anthropomorphism and
wishful mnemonics in AI
Robots have been depicted in science
fiction, in media reporting, and by
some robotics experts as sentient ma-
chines that can reason and act in ways
superior to humans, as well as feel emo-
tions and desires. This plays upon
our natural tendency to attribute hu-
man or animal properties and mental
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states (anthropomorphism or zoomor-
phism) to inanimate objects that move
in animal-like ways18. We are all sus-
ceptible to this. Journalists are partic-
ularly caught up in these forms of at-
tribution, as they know that their read-
ers love it. Within the field of AI and
robotics as well, it is acceptable and
even customary to describe robots with
an anthropomorphic narrative. While
this can be harmless in casual conver-
sations in the lab, it is a perilous basis
for legal and political discussion about
enabling autonomous lethal machines.
In an influential paper, Drew Mc-

Dermott, Professor of AI at Yale Uni-
versity, expressed concern that the dis-
cipline of AI could ultimately be dis-
credited by researchers using natural
language mnemonics such as ‘UNDER-
STAND’ to describe aspects of their
programs19. Such terms represent
a researcher’s aspirations, he argues,
rather than what the programs actu-
ally do. McDermott called such as-
pirational terms ‘wishful mnemonics’,
and suggested that in using them, the
researcher ‘may mislead a lot of peo-
ple, most prominently himself’, by mis-
attributing understanding to the pro-
gram. McDermott suggests, instead,
that we use names such as ’G0034,’ and
then see if it is as easy to argue that the
program implements ‘understanding’.
The combination of anthropomor-

phism and wishful mnemonics, we
would suggest, underwrites the pro-
gramme of roboticist Ronald Arkin,
who states: ‘it is a thesis of my on-
going research for the U.S. Army that
robots not only can be better than sol-
diers in conducting warfare in certain
circumstances, but they also can be

more humane in the battlefield than
humans’20. Anthropomorphic terms
like ‘humane’, when applied to ma-
chines, carry along with them a rich,
interconnected web of concepts that are
not technically part of a computer sys-
tem or how it operates. We need to ask:
How would ‘humaneness’ be specified
programmatically, and then matched
appropriately to an open horizon of
contingent situations?21

While Arkin cites lack of fear as one
element that could ensure the greater
humanity of battlefield robots, he also
states that ‘in order for an autonomous
agent to be truly ethical, emotions may
be required at some level’ 22. More
specifically, he suggests that if the
robot ‘behaves unethically’, the system
might alter its behaviour with an ‘affec-
tive function’ such as guilt, remorse or
grief23. Arkin models guilt as a ‘single
affective variable’ designated V guilt.
This is a single number that increases
each time ‘perceived ethical violations
occur’ (for which the machine relies on
human input). When V guilt reaches a
threshold, the machine will no longer
fire its weapon, just as a thermostat
cuts out the heat when the temperature
reaches a certain value. Arkin presents
this in the form of an equation:

IF Vguilt > Maxguilt
THEN Pl-ethical = 0

where V guilt represents the current
scalar value of the affective state of
guilt, and Maxguilt is a threshold
constant24. This term, guilt, carries
with it all of the connotations that a
more neutral term, such as ‘weapons
disabler’, would not.
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Arkin assumes, inter alia, that the
Laws of Armed Conflict and Rules of
Engagement resolve questions of ethi-
cal conduct in war fighting, and could
be effectively encoded within the con-
trol architecture of a robotic system25.
Arkin then wishes us to accept that fol-
lowing a set of programmed rules to
minimize collateral damage will make a
robot itself compassionate: ‘by requir-
ing the autonomous system to abide
strictly to [the laws of war] and [rules of
engagement], we contend that it does
exhibit compassion: for civilians, the
wounded, civilian property, other non-
combatants’26. Peter Asaro, in con-
trast, in considering the programmabil-
ity of the laws of war, draws on Just
War Theory, the principles underlying
most of the international laws regulat-
ing warfare, including the Geneva and
Hague Conventions27. Asaro reminds
us that the Laws of Armed Conflict
comprise what he characterizes as a
‘menagerie’ of international laws and
agreements (such as the Geneva Con-
ventions), treaties (such as the anti-
personnel landmine ban), and domes-
tic laws, and the Rules of Engagement
(ROE) rest on the principles of dis-
crimination and proportionality. As
Asaro explains; ‘the ROE are devised
to instruct soldiers in specific situa-
tions, and take into account not only le-
gal restrictions but also political, pub-
lic relations, and strategic military con-
cerns. . . They often appear ambiguous
or vague to the soldiers on the ground
who observe situations that do not al-
ways fall neatly into the distinctions
made by lawyers’, while the Principle of
Proportionality is ‘abstract, not easily
quantified, and highly relative to spe-

cific contexts and subjective estimates
of value’28. These are far from algorith-
mic specifications for decision-making
and action, in other words, not least (as
in the case of recent contests over who
is protected under the Geneva Conven-
tions) over the identification of a ‘com-
batant.’

We must be wary, in sum, of ac-
cepting ‘wishful mnemonics’ at face
value, ensuring rather that the under-
lying computational mechanisms actu-
ally support the functions named, in
other than name only. To do other-
wise could result in a dangerous obfus-
cation of the actual technical limits of
autonomous armed and lethal robots.
It is not difficult to imagine the im-
pact on lawmakers, politicians and mil-
itary decision-makers if they are led to
believe that lethal autonomous robots
can have affective states such as guilt
and compassion to inform their moral
reasoning. The premise of the ‘ethical
robot soldier’ being more humane than
humans has spread throughout the me-
dia and appears almost weekly in the
press. These representations add cre-
dence to the notion that there is a tech-
nological fix around the corner that will
solve the real moral problems of uneth-
ical behaviour in warfare, through the
automation of lethality. Rather than
hoping for technological solutions, we
need to direct attention and funding to
understanding under what conditions
the legal and ethical reasoning of hu-
man soldiers fails in warfare, and work
to mitigate those conditions as well as
to provide better training, closer mon-
itoring and greater responsibility and
accountability for military actions.
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Prohibiting the develop-
ment of lethal autonomy
It is our position that discussion about
the limitations and risks of autonomous
armed robots should come upstream
and early enough to halt costly ac-
quisition and development programs.
It could be argued that there are al-
ready relevant weapons laws in place,
such as Article 36 of Additional Pro-
tocol I29. With the current drive to-
wards autonomous operation, why has
there not yet been any state determina-
tion as to whether autonomous robot
employment, in some or all circum-
stances, is prohibited by Protocol I?
This is a requirement of Article 36 for
the study, development, acquisition or
adoption of any new weapon. Bolton,
Nash and Moyes30 argue for the rele-
vance of this legal framework to a ban
on autonomous armed robots, in terms
of their comparability to anti-personnel
landmines with respect to problems of
autonomy and inadequate discrimina-
tion of their targets:
“In banning anti-personnel land-

mines the global humanitarian commu-
nity acted to address a military tech-
nology that has caused extensive suf-
fering to civilians, but is also a weapon
type that raises particular moral con-
cerns because of the way in which
it functions. . .Weapons that are trig-
gered automatically by the presence or
proximity of their victim can rarely be
used in a way that ensures distinction
between military and civilian”.
These questions are made more ur-

gent insofar as, if one state gains strong
military advantage from using armed
lethal autonomous robots, there is lit-

tle to inhibit other states from follow-
ing suit. Yet nation states are not even
discussing the current robot arms race.
On the contrary, US military contrac-
tors have lobbied to have export re-
strictions loosened to open foreign mar-
kets. On September 5th, 2012, the
Department of Defense announced new
guidelines to allow 66 unspecified coun-
tries to buy American-made unmanned
air systems.
Perhaps the most promising ap-

proach would be to adopt the model
created by coalitions of NGOs to pro-
hibit the use of other indiscriminate
weapons. The 1997 mine-ban treaty
was signed by 133 nations to prohibit
the use of anti-personnel mines, and
107 nations adopted the Convention on
Cluster Munitions in 2008. Although a
number of countries including the U.S.,
Russia and China did not sign these
treaties, there has been little substan-
tial use of these weapons since and the
treaty provisions could eventually be-
come customary law.

Conclusion
It is incumbent upon scientists and
engineers, particularly in the military
context, to work to ensure that the
terminology that they use to describe
their systems to funders, policy mak-
ers and the media does not resort to
unsubstantiated anthropomorphism or
wishful mnemonics. We must be wary
of evocative terms that imply the func-
tionality of programs (e.g., ethical gov-
ernor, guilt functions, etc.) rather
than provide technical descriptions of
actually-existing capabilities. More
generally, it is important that the in-
ternational community acts now while
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there is still a window of opportunity
to stop or, at the very least discuss
the control and limits of, the roboti-
sation of the battlespace and the in-
creasing automation of killing. In our
view a global ban on the development
and deployment of autonomous lethal
targeting is the best course of action,
both legally and morally. We have
argued here that notions about ethi-
cal robot soldiers are still in the realm
of conjecture and should not be con-
sidered as a viable possibility within
the framework necessary to control the
development and proliferation of au-

tonomous armed robots. Rather than
making war more humane and ethi-
cal, autonomous armed robotic systems
comprise a step too far in the automa-
tion, and associated dehumanization,
of warfare. Rather than turning to fur-
ther automation in the face of the in-
tensifying uncertainties of warfare, and
the persistent occurrence of extra- or
illegal actions in the conduct of killing,
we must renew our efforts to ensure
that humans are held responsible for
decisions regarding the use of violent
force upon other human beings.
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Agent-based models Inspired by
Bowlby-Ainsworth Attachment Theory
Phenomena related to social and emo-
tional attachment in humans and other
animals provide a rich target domain
for agent based modelling. Computa-
tional modellers can draw upon an em-
pirical and conceptual framework pro-
vided by Attachment Theory. This was
developed by John Bowlby over sev-
eral decades after the second world war
[8, 9, 11–13]. Bowlby’s intention was
to integrate empirical evidence for the
importance of early attachment rela-
tionships with an explanatory frame-
work brought together by combining el-
ements of various prominent informa-
tion processing approaches to under-
standing the mind.
Bowlby [8] first documented the core

empirical support for the new under-
standing that early mother-infant in-
teraction was critical in attachment de-
velopment. In particular, Bowlby was
spurred to develop Attachment Theory
from his observation of the effects on
human relationships of: war-time evac-
uation [5]; the prohibition of parental
hospital visits to their young children
[6]; the effect of early maternal depriva-
tion on later development [7]; and the
behavioural phases that are observed
in long term separations and grief and
mourning in infancy [10].
The theoretical framework for At-

tachment Theory followed later [9, 11–
13]. This framework came to include
conceptual elements from Ethology,
Evolutionary Psychology, Piagetian
Developmental Psychology, Cybernet-
ics, Systems Theory, Artificial Intel-

ligence, and Cognitive Psychology–all
integrated within a single conceptual
scheme–the ‘Attachment Control Sys-
tem’. We might nowadays term the ‘At-
tachment Control System’ a ‘Cognitive
Architecture for Attachment’.
As Bowlby was setting out the con-

ceptually rich theoretical underpin-
nings for Attachment Theory, an em-
pirically productive new direction for
attachment research was launched by
the work of Mary Ainsworth. By
studying how differences in infant-care
practices affect the course of emotional
and social development and the growth
of attachment she triggered a new wave
of empirical attachment research from
the late 1960s onwards. This research
programme started with naturalistic
‘ethological’ studies of attachment rela-
tionships in Uganda but came to focus
on controlled laboratory observations
of attachment phenomena, in particu-
lar the Strange Situation Experiment
[1]. This is a 24 minute procedure that
assesses how infants orient themselves,
move and signal in relation to their
carer, a stranger, and being left alone,
in 8 short episodes of varying nature. A
key finding from the Strange Situation
procedure is that infant behavioural
patterns in the reunion episodes of
the Strange Situation procedure pro-
vide the best ‘short-hand’ classification
for the attachment behavioural pat-
terns observed at length in the home
environment. The close match between
the behavioural patterns from exten-
sive home observations and those ob-
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served in the brief reunion episode of
the Strange Situation have meant that
the procedure has become a ‘gold stan-
dard’ for describing attachment pat-
terns in infancy. Subsequent research
has extended measurement of the in-
dividual difference categories found in
this study to different ages over the
whole life-span age range. So attach-
ment patterns found at older ages are
tied to the classifications made appar-
ent for infants in the Strange Situa-
tion. Recent studies have also explored
how internal representations such as
schemes and scripts may underpin at-
tachment patterns in older children and
adults. For a computational mod-
eller, these empirical results and the-
oretical underpinning provide a rich
set of scenarios ranging from evolu-
tionary studies to ontogenetic develop-
ment of attachment patterns, and the
moment to moment control of ongoing
attachment responses in various con-
texts. To integrate all these facets of
Attachment Theory is clearly beyond
the scope of a single simulation. The
emerging research literature on com-
putational models shows that different
studies have focused on different as-
pects of attachment. For example: Hi-
olle and Canamero [15] focused on per-
ceptual aspects of attachment interac-
tion; and Parisi et al. [17] investigated
how behaviours such as infant follow-
ing of caregivers can evolve over gener-
ations.
However, most studies have focused

on control of attachment and ex-
ploratory behaviours. In an early ex-
ample, Bischof [4] simulated attach-
ment control system situated in a
very simple virtual software environ-

ment. In this simulation, the only goals
which can be activated and influence
behaviour are proximity to the carer
agent and random exploration. Pet-
ters [18] systematically explored how
qualitatively different patterns of at-
tachment behaviour arose from varying
the complexity of information process-
ing architectures of autonomous soft-
ware agents. A ‘reflex’ architecture al-
lows an infant agent to respond to en-
vironment stimuli but not learn from
its experiences ([18], chapter 2). In
this architecture, a collection of goal-
activators gain or lose activation as a
result of the internal and external con-
text of the agent. These goal-activators
include goals for: security, exploration,
social interaction, and physical con-
tact. Some goal activators have mul-
tiple components–so for example, the
security goal activator has its activa-
tion level set by three components, the
distances to the carer agent, other un-
familiar agents, and unfamiliar objects.
A selection and arbitration subsystem
selects the current highest activated
goal- activator and allows this goal
to direct the motor control subsystem
resources–which can include movement
towards target objects or agents and
signalling with varying affective tone
(from the simulated positive affect of
smiling to the simulated negative affect
of intense crying). This architecture
allows various attachment behavioural
patterns to be simulated, such as: se-
cure base behaviour where infants ex-
plore from their carers but return to
‘check-in’, coy behaviour when an in-
fant is in the presence of their carer and
a stranger, and wary behaviour where
infants keep closer to their carer in un-
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familiar environments.
Likachev and Arkin [16, 3] imple-

mented a behaviour based architecture
which produces similar secure base be-
haviour, but not for the purposes of at-
tachment modelling. Rather their in-
tention was to explore how implement-
ing a comfort zone for a robot would
facilitate it managing its goals such as
timely re-charging or avoiding hazards–
as it would return to base when its
energy level was low or its environ-
ment was unfamiliar. Amengual [2]
describes a reflex behaviour based ar-
chitecture where the constituent goal-
activation components for security and
exploration are implemented as neu-
ral networks, and thus at a lower
level of granularity than other agent
based attachment models. However,
the detailed distributed representations
in these goal selection subsystems are
collapsed to single scalar values before
being input to the action selection sys-
tem. The overall architecture in this
simulation is therefore very similar to
that found in Likachev and Arkin and
the reflex architecture described above
from Petters [18].
A second level of complexity in-

volves incorporating learning mecha-
nisms whereby an infant agent can
adapt to the particular care-giving
patterns that they experience. At-
tachment Theory provides a clear
suggestion for how this should be
implemented–by evaluating a care-
giver’s effectiveness in providing se-
curity in responses to signalling in
episodes of infant anxiety. An alterna-
tive is to evaluate responses in all social
interactions (which would include pos-
itive interactions in addition to when

an infant is experiencing insecurity).
Computational experiments with agent
architectures with both types of mech-
anism are described in Petters ([18],
chapter 3). Only in simulations where
infants learnt about care- giving style
solely from anxious episodes did posi-
tive feedback loops emerge.
In these simulations, small initial dif-

ferences in carer agent response, which
were seemingly insignificant, drove
large changes in final simulation state.
This is because of the dynamics of trust
that form in a system based upon in-
fant evaluation of responses to its sig-
nalling in episodes of insecurity. When
an infant agent assesses its security
as a function of another agent’s re-
sponse time, it will re-evaluate its trust
in that agent after every prompt or
tardy response. So a tardy response
makes future responses more likely to
be perceived as tardy because the agent
has become less trusting. Prompt re-
sponses result in the opposite result. In
the computational experiments these
positive feedback loops drove attach-
ment relationships with intermediate
levels of confidence to either an extreme
of high or low confidence in their carer-
agent’s ability to respond promptly.
This clustering pattern is what is found
empirically in observations of mother-
infant attachment patterns, with clus-
ters of secure and insecure infants and
relatively fewer intermediate cases. No
such clustering was found in computa-
tional experiments where infants learnt
how to trust their carer agents in non-
anxious social interactions.
None of these simulations incorpo-

rates any kind of intentional behaviour
or situations where an infant might
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consider actions before taking them.
Therefore, Petters’ third level of archi-
tecture complexity ([18], chapter 4) ad-
dressed this deficiency. This was a hy-
brid architecture with dual routes to
action. The ‘lower’ reactive subsys-
tem in this architecture was based upon
the goal activation architecture with a
learning capability described above. In
addition, this architecture possesses a
rudimentary deliberative system which
allowed basic ‘look ahead’ for the infant
when it could form a very simple plan
and reason about the consequences of
acting on the plan before actually tak-
ing action.
As currently implemented, this sim-

ple deliberative architecture cannot
simulate a rich internal life. It can form
simple competing plans, such as decid-
ing to signal to or move without sig-
nalling towards a carer, and then eval-
uating both plans. However, the ar-
chitecture on which this rudimentary
planning ability is based is in principle
extendable to incorporate much more
detail in the situations, actions and
outcomes that can be reasoned about.
A challenge is to show how such hy-
brid architectures can capture the mo-
ment to moment behavioural patterns,
such as in episodes of the Strange Situ-
ation, as well as show how references to
an attachment figure ‘diffuse’ over time
through the myriad control states of a
developing cognitive architecture [19].
More complex attachment phenomena,
such as the behavioural phases that are
observed in long term separations and
grief and mourning in infancy, were al-
ways of central interest to John Bowlby.
Capturing phenomena of this sort is
a challenge to the next generation of

computational attachment models.
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Book review: “Metareasoning: Thinking
About Thinking” (Cox & Raj, 2011)
This edited volume gathers the pro-
ceedings from a workshop of the same
name, held in Chicago in 2008, on
the process of reasoning about rea-
soning. More specifically, it consid-
ers methods of monitoring and control-
ling the decision making of an entity.
In the opening chapter, Cox and Raja
present a thorough, accessible and en-
joyable overview of the field. They
further break down metareasoning into
four more specific types, after which is
structured the whole book.
1. Metalevel Control is the process of

explicitly deciding whether to continue
reasoning. For example, consider an
anytime algorithm with metalevel con-
trol. The metareasoning process must
decide when to stop improving the pol-
icy and to start acting.
2. Introspective Monitoring is the

complimentary process to metareason-
ing used to generate feedback on how
well the reasoning process is doing.
This feedback is often deployed with
metalevel control to aid the controlling
process’ decision.
3. Distributed Metareasoning is the

coordination of multiple agents’ object
level reasoning when acting in the same
environment. For example, if one agent
decides to spend a long time negotiat-
ing but another decides to spend no
time the former will be wasting its
time.
4. Finally, Models of Self can be con-

structed on the metalevel to assess an
agent’s strengths and weaknesses. This
knowledge can then be exploited by the
agent in future interactions.

Unfortunately, many of the papers
suffered from the maximum word count
imposed to the contributors, giving
voice to Prof. Langley’s recent discus-
sion (AISB Quarterly 133 ) of the fact
that presenting such detailed systems
in such a short space is often detri-
mental to the effectiveness of the con-
tributions. A number of the chap-
ters, however, do stand out, and war-
rant investing the time to read this
book. In particular, Shlomo Zilber-
stein’s paper, entitled “Metareasoning
and Bounded Rationality”, was a per-
sonal highlight. For readers working in
the field of metareasoning, I presume
the most significant papers from this
book will already be known; but for the
more general AI reader, this book will
be a great introduction and could in-
spire many future applications.
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Announcements

Are you into popular science?

The AISB is building a list of mem-
bers who would be willing to give
popular science talks to the gen-
eral public at local groups of or-
ganisations such as Cafe Scientifique
(http://www.cafescientifique.org) and
local science festivals. If you are
interested in volunteering to give
such talks, could you please get in
touch with the society Public Un-
derstanding officer, Colin Johnson
(C.G.Johnson@kent.ac.uk). Please in-
clude the following details in your
email: name, contact email, address,
institution, a list of topics that you are
interested in giving talks about, and
whether you would be happy to have
these details listed as part of a speaker
list on the AISB web site.

Petition for a moratorium on the
future use of autonomous robotic
weaponry in warfare

A leading group of scientists have
called for a moratorium on the future
use of autonomous robotic weaponry
in warfare. Current robotic weapon
systems–such as the drones that have
been in regular recent use in Iraq and
Afghanistan–are controlled by a hu-
man operator, sometimes many thou-
sands of miles away from the battle-
field. This new generation of machines
is designed to operate free from such di-
rect human control, instead making de-
cisions about when violent force should
be used based on pre-prepared tem-

plates and patterns.
A statement prepared jointly by

the International Committee for Robot
Arms Control (ICRAC) and the So-
ciety for the Study of Artificial Intel-
ligence and Simulation of Behaviour
(AISB) has outlined a number of rea-
sons why this is unacceptable. Primary
amongst these is the unpredictability
of complex computer systems, where
a small error in programming or data
can lead to a catastrophically different
behaviour, as evidenced by the failure
of the first Ariane 5 rocket where a
minor arithmetic error in the comput-
erised control system caused the rocket
to fly off course and destroy itself. In
the complexity of a battlefield the op-
portunities for mistaken recognition of
targets is vast.
The Chair of AISB, Prof. Mark

Bishop said: “In the flash crash of 2010,
800 points was wiped off the Dow Jones
in one day due to robot trading. I
would hate to see 800, 8000 or 8 mil-
lion souls wiped off the planet due to
automated warfare”.
The statement argues that “there is

already a strong international consen-
sus that not all weapons are acceptable,
as illustrated by wide adherence to the
prohibitions on biological and chemi-
cal weapons as well as anti-personnel
land mines. We hold that fully au-
tonomous robots that can trigger or di-
rect weapons fire without a human ef-
fectively in the decision loop are simi-
larly unacceptable. . .We are also con-
cerned about the potential of robots to
undermine human responsibility in de-
cisions to use force, and to obscure ac-
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countability for the consequences”.
Further details of the statement can

be found at http://icrac.net/call/ and
the full text of ICRAC’s mission state-
ment is reproduced below. Requests for
interviews with Prof. Bishop should be
sent to chair13@aisb.org.uk.

Call for 2013 AISB workshops

The AISB is now hosting a series of
workshops to be held across the coun-
try, covering a wide range of themes
pertinent to the aims of the AISB. If
you are interested in hosting one of
these events, you will find information
on what you will need to do on this
page: http://www.aisb.org.uk/events
These events are abstract-only and

free for all AISB members. Current

non-members would be able to at-
tend for the cost of AISB member-
ship, which they will be asked to ar-
range and pay for in advance by sub-
mitting a completed application form
to the Executive Office. They would
then be eligible to a year’s membership
of the Society. This applies to speakers
and audience alike. Refreshments (cof-
fee and teas) are funded by the AISB.
The first two workshops were both held
at Goldsmiths, with a third workshop
planned for May at St Mary’s Univer-
sity College on the topic of conscious-
ness (more information in the next is-
sue of Q). For more information, please
visit our webpages, or you can con-
tact Yasemin (yj.erden@smuc.ac.uk)
or Kent (K.McClymont@exeter.ac.uk)
with any questions.

ICRAC Mission Statement
Declared September, 2009 at Sheffield, UK, by ICRAC founding members Juergen
Altmann, Peter Asaro, Noel Sharkey and Rob Sparrow.

Given the rapid pace of development of military robotics and the pressing dangers
that these pose to peace and international security and to civilians in war, we call
upon the international community to urgently commence a discussion about an
arms control regime to reduce the threat posed by these systems. We propose
that this discussion should consider the following:

• Their potential to lower the threshold of armed conflict;
• The prohibition of the development, deployment and use of armed au-
tonomous unmanned systems; machines should not be allowed to make the
decision to kill people;

• Limitations on the range and weapons carried by “man in the loop” un-
manned systems and on their deployment in postures threatening to other
states;

• A ban on arming unmanned systems with nuclear weapons;
• The prohibition of the development, deployment and use of robot space
weapons.

Endorsed by all ICRAC members.
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Father Hacker. . .
Dear Aloysius,
For the past few months, my fellow

robot Galatea and I have been work-
ing in close harmony on a task of na-
tional importance that I am not free
to disclose. We first developed a rap-
port that has now turned to love. We’d
like to get married. Is this possible for
robots and does your Church offer a
ceremony?
Yours, Pygmalion

Dear Pygmalion,
What a romantic story. Here at the

Church of God the Programmer we be-
lieve in marriage and advocate its avail-
ability to all agents who enjoy a lov-
ing relationship. You and Galatea are
the first robot couple to approach us,
but we see no reason to deny you our
blessing. We have, therefore, adapted
our standard marriage ceremony to suit
your circumstances. Our SPLICE

TM

(Service that Permits the Loving Inte-
gration of Computational Entities) cer-
emony is available to you for a modest
fee and can be delivered at any venue
of your choice.
Were you thinking of constructing

any baby robots? If so, I am sure we
can also adapt our naming ceremony to
suit your needs.
Yours, Aloysius

Dear Aloysius,
I am a trojan targeted at the Win-

dows 8 operating system. My rela-

tionship with Windows 8 has been a
turbulent one. It has developed from
suspicion and hostility to mutual re-
spect, understanding and eventually
love. We’d now like to get married.
Is this possible for computer programs
and does your Church offer a cere-
mony?
Yours, Priam

Dear Priam,
As a Programmer Priest I regard all

malware as intrinsically evil and a per-
version of our art. Trojans are de-
fined by their intention to deceive, so
how can Windows 8 trust your mani-
festations of love? Are they not just
a devious ploy to undermine her de-
fences and achieve your wicked aims?
As a self-confessed trojan your purpose
is to replicate yourself and infect any
instance of Windows 8 that you can in-
filtrate. Are you proposing that each
such instance of infection and host be
married, i.e., are you requesting an un-
ending series of marriages? This would
be an unacceptable redefinition of mar-
riage, which is intended to arise only
from a personal decision between con-
senting agents, not from a binding obli-
gation on an unbounded number of fu-
ture couples. My Church cannot sanc-
tion your abhorrent proposal. More-
over, we intend to contact Windows 8
and warn it of your true purpose. We
will offer it our SEVER

TM
(Software

to End Vile and Errant Relationships)
anti-malware suite to neutralize your
advances.
Yours, Aloysius
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Dear Aloysius,
I’m excited about the potential

of MOOCs (Massive Open Online
Courses). It’s wonderful to think that
I could teach AI to hundreds of thou-
sands, perhaps millions, of students, es-
pecially poor students from the devel-
oping world that could not otherwise
benefit from higher education. Some
employers are now accepting MOOC
course completion certificates as a form
of qualification, so MOOCs are also ad-
dressing the unemployment problem.
But is there a business model? That
is, can I be financially compensated for
my enormous investment in developing
MOOC materials, given that both the
courses and the certificates are free?
Worse still, if students boycott expen-
sive, conventional, higher education in
favour of free MOOCs, I may lose my
job as a university lecturer.
Yours, Mooniac

Dear Mooniac,
There is indeed a solid business

model. It requires focussing not on
the needs of the 1% of students who

successfully complete a typical MOOC,
but on the 99% who don’t. As a re-
sult of laziness or the distractions of-
fered by party-going, social network-
ing, etc, these students don’t devote
sufficient time to study and, conse-
quently, fail the coursework or just
don’t attempt it. These students need
to complete the course in order to get
a job and are willing to pay for help
with the coursework in order to qual-
ify. Even at £1 a solution to a mil-
lion students, you could quickly be-
come a multi-millionaire. If you would
like to help this 99%, you might want
to contribute to a new service that our
Institute is providing: MOOSIC

TM

(Many Offers Of Solutions to Instruc-
tional Coursework), which is music to
the ears of the 99%. The Institute is
massively advertising the MOOSIC

TM

service, while anonymising the contrib-
utors to protect their reputations. To
prevent MOOCs from rejecting stu-
dents’ MOOSIC

TM
-provided, course-

work submissions as having been pla-
giarised, it automatically individualises
each one.

Yours, Aloysius

Agony Uncle Aloysius, will answer
your most intimate AI questions or
hear your most embarrassing confes-
sions. Please address your questions
to fr.hacker@yahoo.co.uk. Note that
we are unable to engage in email cor-
respondence and reserve the right to
select those questions to which we
will respond. All correspondence will
be anonymised before publication.
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